INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA – Computer Assisted - Hybrid - MATH 0103 CRN: 13163 & 13165

Instructor: Ms. Carol OLSON

Instructor ID (Section Enrollment) Codes:
12:30 section: 9EE-8F-AAE
6:00 section: A45-A0-F05 (both “zeros”)

Time checked: start of your class every Tues

Items below here are tentative. Please note changes as they are announced in class and posted here (I will use a different color if/when they occur here). Last updated: Oct 19, 2006

Legend: EX = Practice Exercises/Expanding Your Skills/Graphing Calculator Exercises; Ch = Chapter, CR = Cumulative Review; Hmwk = Homework; MZ = MathZone; TEXT = EX located only in the textbook (not available in MZ); MNC = My NWACC Connection

This file contains the homework – numbering is as in the textbook.

MathZone (MZ) homework is found in the Practice Exercises and, if there are any, in Practice Exercises Part 2, etc., for that section. Do all sets labeled Practice Exercises. (NOTE: MathZone calls everything a quiz, but these don’t count as quizzes, but do count toward your MathZone Progress grade).

In MathZone, the problems are numbered 1, 2, 3,... while in the practice exercises or in a quiz. The Practice Exercises are similar to those problems with numbers listed below from your textbook. You don’t have to work Practice Exercises listed in the MathZone lists in both places (do either in MathZone or in the Textbook). The numbering in MathZone will not coincide directly with the numbering in the Textbook or here, so it’s recommended you the full homework set either in MathZone or in the Textbook (don’t try to do part in each). To receive the Homework Progress credit, you must do the homework in MathZone and click SUBMIT on that activity once either done and correct (or when you know you won’t revisit it if not done).

When working in either place, please NUMBER your paperwork with the chapter, section, problem number, and WHERE you are working (MZ or TEXT). WRITE DOWN the algebraic expression/problem you see (if a word problem, you may use the flowchart process from 2.4 instead of writing down the full paragraph). SHOW all work neatly.

State and circle the final answer clearly (as you will type it into the computer). Store all problems worked in your homework in your Portfolio.

TEXT listings here are only found in the textbook, and must be done there (even if you are working mostly in MathZone). BE SURE TO ask about those on the discussion board and/or in office hours and/or in class, as you don’t have the same helps on those. Store all problems worked in your homework in your Portfolio.

NOTES: [ ] (brackets) around a set indicates that section should be review material (for students placing correctly), and therefore may not be lectured before you are to attempt the homework. You may not need to do all the problems listed when this is the case, but be sure you are fully able to do them.

I do not collect homework per se, you keep it all in your Portfolio. However, the assignments as listed are what’s advised as necessary to be well-prepared for daily in-class work, for chapter quizzes, and for proctored tests. Often you may use your worked homework on daily in-class activities and during the chapter quizzes as a reference. Get ahead and stay ahead on homework. Use me during office hours and the tutors in the Learning Lab when you get stuck/need help!
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